
WhyDIODES?
Bipolar Advantages

 Full turn-on with low VBE < 1V allows switching 
    at low drive voltages

 Bi-directional voltage blocking capability 
    provides optimized cost

 High pulse currents in small packages for 
    power efficiency

 Excellent temperature stability (to +200°C)

Technology

  Best-in-class transistor structures and designs 
    to offer lowest VCE(sat)

  World’s smallest bipolar transistors in DFN0606

  Complex structures with integral diodes 
    and resistors

  Multi die technology

Broad 
Portfolio 
to Cover

Application 
Needs

Leaders in
Bipolar

Innovation

World Class
Performance 

Quality and Reliability

  AEC-Q101 qualified for high reliability

  Fully RoHS compliant

  Halogen and antimony free 'Green' device

  200+ automotive PPAP-capable ‘Q-parts’

Portfolio Depth

  Small-signal transistors

  Power transistors

  High-voltage transistors

  Special-function devices
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Small-Signal Transistors Benefit

NPN and PNP  
low VCE(sat) series

Increased current handling for given
footprint enabling power packages 
to be replaced.

Surface-mount packages
sizes from SOT23 down 
to SOT963

Circuit miniaturization 

Leadless DFN packages
down to 0.6 x 0.6 mm

Ultimate circuit miniaturization and
power density

Dual, complementary 
and digital transistor
configurations

Lower component count and 
reduced number of PCB connections 
to improve system reliability

Power Transistors Benefit

NPN and PNP very 
low VCE(sat) series

Lower power dissipation in given package
leading to reduced device temperature
and improved system reliability

Industry-standard 
part numbers

Pin-to-pin replacements

SOT89, PowerDI5, SOT223,
TO252 package options

Improved performance in standard
footprints

Duals, complementary 
and H-bridge
configurations

Lower component count and reduced
number of PCB connections to 
improve system reliability

High-Voltage Transistors Benefit

VCEO ratings to 480V; 
VCES ratings to 800V

Useable in primary side switching for 
low power off-line AC-DC applications

Standard 
NPN transistor 

Suitable for both charging 
and lighting applications

SOT23, TO92, TO126;
TO251/2; TO220 and 
SOT223 packages

Pin-to-pin replacements with thru-hole 
and surface mount package options

NPN transistors with
integral C-E diode

Enables negative current flow to reduce
snubber circuit requirements

Special-Function devices Benefit

High voltage 
linear regulators 

Ensures a good safety margin in the 
event of transient over-voltage 
conditions up to 100V

Synchronous and OR'ing
MOSFET controllers

Controlled drive of MOSFETs as ideal
diodes for improved system efficiency

Gate drivers
Efficient switching of IGBTs or MOSFETS
from high-impedance sources

Linear LED drivers
PWM control and adjustable current
options
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